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The Logistics Support Directorate is responsible for numerous developmental programs requiring comprehensive milestone schedules to guide programs through the Army's extensive materiel acquisition cycle. Schedules are developed using micro-computers to assist Project Engineers with the management of key activities. The objective of this effort was to develop milestone schedules for selected developmental programs. Examples were generated for use by Project Engineers when they develop future milestone schedules. The document also includes examples of a data request form to extract data from Project Engineers and a user's manual for data base management.
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ELECTRIC PNEUMATIC TIRED FORKLIFT TRUCK (EPTFT)

Project: NJPCwFCA

8-Jun-1987

START

3-Jun-87

COND PCA 45.00 Dts

PCA COMP

22.00 Dts

27-Jul-87

SEQ.

PCA REPT 10.00 Dts

PERF IE 44.00 Dts

3-Aug-87

PERF IE 17-Aug-87

End.
ELECTRIC PNEUMATIC TIRED FORKLIFT TRUCK (EPTFT)

0-Jun-1987

TIM LEE 44490
GRAVES REGISTRATION LITTER PACKING SYSTEM (CRREG)

Project: N2TNGDOC

START
29-May-87

PREP TEMP
22.00 Bvs

DEV TEMP
37.00 Bvs

FIN TEMP
44.00 Bvs

VALID DOC
22.00 Bvs

UPD DOC
22-Dec-87

FIN DOC
44.00 Bvs

IC TP DEV

PREP NET

END
22-Feb-88
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CONT
INTRA-INSTALLATION AMMUNITION TRANSPORTER

18-Jun-1987
GAR

\[ z(x_0') z_0 M \sim E_z f_0 > \]

\[ z\sim z_0 - cu_I \]

Project: RCPCAMT

18 Jun 1987

START

B-18-12
INTRA-INSTALLATION AMMUNITION TRANSPORTER

Project: N2INGDOC

18-Jun-1987

Page 1

START
PREP TMP
REV TMP
FIN TMP
VALID DOC
UPD DOC
FIN DOC
ICTP DEV
PREP NET
END

22.00 Dvs 37.00 Dvs 44.00 Dvs 22.00 Dvs 37.00 Dvs 22.00 Dvs 44.00 Dvs

VIC Watson 41143
UNIVERSAL SELF DEPLOYABLE CARGO HANDLER (USDCH)

Project: HIPGMN

18-Jun-1987

Page 1

EXECUTION SCHEDULE

- DEV AS
  - 60.00 Dvs
- MISSION
  - LOG REQ
  - 10.00 Dvs
  - 10.00 Dvs
- 1ST ASST
  - 31-Oct-86
- TEMP DEV
  - 10-Oct-86
- TEMP STF
  - 25.00 Dvs
- AS STF
  - 60.00 Dvs
- AS UPTDL
  - 20.00 Dvs
- ILS MTT
  - 25.00 Dvs
- ILSMTTest
  - 30-Jul-87
- SUPT APR
  - 15.00 Dvs
- REV TEMP
  - 20.00 Dvs
- DO140
  - 15.00 Dvs
- ISS4CRIT
  - 15.00 Dvs

STEVE SOUSK, 44490
ROUGH TERRAIN CONTAINER STRADDLE TRUCK
19-Jun-1987

- UPB TEST → DMFP 88.00 Dvs 6-Feb-92
  - SAR → SAFE REL 15.00 Dvs
  - PROD HDW 250.00 Dvs
  - MANUAL 250.00 Dvs
  - DMFP CON 30.00 Dvs
- IARTEST 88.00 Dvs
- DMFP RT 9-Jun-92
  - SUB MFP 3.00 Dvs
- DFMFP 16-Jun-92
- COND 90.00 Dvs
- IPT 15-Jun-92
- IPI COMP 40.00 Dvs 10.00 Dvs
- CONF REV 10.00 Dvs
- IPI REP → ENV ASS 40.00 Dvs 10.00 Dvs
- POST AWD 3.00 Dvs 22-Mar-91

DAVID POLLOCK
LARGE TUG PROJECT

Project: LARGE TUG

8-Jun-1987

PROV CHN 120.00 Dvs
IPS AVL 20.00 Dvs
GEAR UP 35.00 Dvs
GEAR UP 7-Sep-89
SPT EQPT 10-Aug-89
HNDOFF 20.00 Dvs
SCH HD 7-Sep-89

1DPT CAP 20.00 Dvs
SUPL BDY
REPAIR 35.00 Dvs
REL ISSU 7-Sep-89
REL APPR 35.00 Dvs
PREP PPR 15.00 Dvs
POST PR 21-Dec-89
1MDW DEL 5.00 Dvs 18-Jan-90
ILOC 30.00 Dvs 11-Jan-90
ILOC ACH

NFD TRN 1-Nov-89
NETP AVL 5.00 Dvs
DEL MRC 8-Nov-89
TRN REL 18.00 Dvs
FR APPR

ROBERT SMITH 45319
HEAVY EXPENDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCK - HEMTT

Project: HEMTT

IPT COMP
15-Jun-88

SPT EQ
13-Jul-88

HANDBOOK
10.00 Dvs

ISSU REL
15.00 Dvs

FULL REL
2-Nov-88

ISSUE
35.00 Dvs

FUED
21-Dec-88

IOC
30.00 Dvs

IOC ACH
1-Feb-89

PROV CHN
200.00 Dvs

DMWR
20.00 Dvs

DMWR
3-Oct-88

SCH HQ
20.00 Dvs

HAT PERF
15.00 Dvs

WILLIAM PURDUE